Abstract The k-set agreement problem is a generalization of the consensus problem: considering a system made up of n processes where each process proposes a value, each non-faulty process has to decide a value such that a decided value is a proposed value, and no more than k different values are decided. While this problem cannot be solved in an asynchronous system prone to t process crashes when t k, it can always be solved in a synchronous system; t k + 1 is then a lower bound on the number of rounds (consecutive communication steps) for the non-faulty processes to decide. The condition-based approach has been introduced in the consensus context. Its aim was to both circumvent the consensus impossibility in asynchronous systems, and allow for more efficient consensus algorithms in synchronous systems. This paper addresses the condition-based approach in the context of the k-set agreement problem. It has two main contributions. The first is the definition of a framework that allows defining conditions suited to the -set agreement problem and the second is a generic synchronous k-set agreement algorithm based on conditions.
Introduction

Context of the Paper
The condition-based approach has been introduced to circumvent the impossibility of solving the consensus problem in asynchronous systems prone to process crashes. That problem can be stated as follows. Each process proposes a value, and the processes have to cooperate in such a way that each non-faulty process decides a value (termination), a decided value is a proposed value (validity), and no two processes decide different values (agreement). Consensus is a fundamental problem that lies at the core of nearly all the distributed coordination or consistency problems encountered in fault-tolerant distributed computing. Despite the very simple definition, it is surprising that this problem cannot be solved in asynchronous systems prone to process crashes (even in presence of a single crash), be the underlying communication medium a reliable message passing system [1] or a shared memory made up of read/write registers [2] . Given a problem, the condition-based approach analyzes restrictions of the problem to subsets of its inputs [3] . Each restriction defines a new problem that is a particular instance of the original problem. Conditions have given rise to two lines of research, one focused on decidability, the other on efficiency. More precisely, it addresses the two following questions.
the most fundamental questions of the condition-based approach is the characterization of the largest set of conditions, that allows to solve the consensus problem in a crash-prone asynchronous system. This question has been answered in [3] where is introduced the notion of x-legal condition and is proved the following characterization: a condition C allows to solve consensus in an asynchronous system prone to up to x process crashes iff it is x-legal [3] (a condition is x-legal if each of its input vectors contains the same value more than x times, and the Hamming distance of two vectors from which different values can be decided is greater than x).
Condition-Based Synchronous Consensus. The consensus problem can be solved in a synchronous system prone to any number of process crashes. In such systems, the time efficiency of an algorithm is measured in terms of the number R of rounds (consecutive communication steps) needed for the non-faulty processes to decide. It has been shown that t+1 is a lower bound for R where t is an upper bound on the number of faulty processes [10, 11] . As shown in [7, 9] , the condition-based approach allows bypassing that lower bound each time the input vector belongs to the condition. Families of conditions, denoted as (S d t ) 0 d t , are introduced in [7] ; the parameter d is called the degree of the condition (and the quantity (t−d) measures the difficulty of the condition).
A condition C belongs to S d t if it is (t − d)-legal.
The following hierarchy of sets of conditions for synchronous consensus has been established in [7] :
Let us consider a synchronous system where up to t processes can crash, a condition C ∈ S d t and an input vector I. The main result of [7] is the following. If I ∈ C, consensus can be solved in two rounds when d = 0, and in d+1 rounds when 1 d t. When I / ∈ C, the number of rounds is t + 1 (as already known). That paper also shows that d + 1 is a tight lower bound for R, when the input vector belongs to C (with C ∈ S d t and C / ∈ S
d−1 t
). It is worthwhile looking at the "extreme" sets S 0 t and S t t . On one side, S t t includes the condition that contains all the possible input vectors. On the other side, the family of conditions S 0 t , that is the largest set of conditions that allow to solve the consensus problem in asynchronous systems prone to up to t crashes, is also the family of conditions that allow to solve the consensus problem optimally in a synchronous system prone to t crashes. As far as consensus is concerned, this establishes a simple and well-defined borderline relating efficiency in synchronous systems and computability in asynchronous systems.
Set Agreement. The k-set agreement problem has been introduced to investigate how the number of choices (k) allowed to the processes is related to the maximum number (t) of processes that can crash [12] . More precisely, the processes are allowed to decide up to k different values (consensus is 1-set agreement). While that problem can be trivially solved in asynchronous systems where k > t, it has no solution in these systems as soon as k t [13−15] . The situation is different in synchronous systems where the k-set agreement problem can always be solved, whatever the values of t and k. In these systems, the lower bound on the number of rounds is R = t k + 1 [16] . Few works have considered the condition-based approach for solving the k-set agreement problem. A topology-based characterization of the conditions that allow to wait-free solve the (n − 1)-set agreement problem is presented in [17] (wait-free means that the only value of t that is considered is t = n − 1). Conditionbased asynchronous shared memory k-set agreement algorithms are presented in [18] (without characterizing conditions suited to k-set agreement). An asynchronous shared memory algorithm is presented in [19] . (That algorithm actually combines a condition C ∈ S .)
Motivation and Content of the Paper
This paper is on the condition-based approach for solving the k-set agreement problem. It originates from the following observations and associated questions.
A Question on the Dividing Power of Conditions in Synchronous Systems. Let us assume that the input vector I belongs to a condition C ∈ S d t (i.e., C allows to solve consensus in an asynchronous system in which up to (t−d) processes may crash). Moreover, let us consider the pair (k, R) where R is the number of rounds to solve synchronous k-set agreement despite up to t crashes.
When looking at the results described in [7, 19] , we have two synchronous algorithms: (i) one solves consensus in d + 1 rounds [7] , i.e., it realizes the pair (1, d + 1); (ii) the other solves (d + 1)-set agreement in one round [19] , i.e., it realizes the pair (d + 1, 1 This issue was the initial question this paper originated from. The paper answers it by presenting a condition-based algorithm for the generic pair (k,
. This means that if the algorithm stops after r rounds, the processes decide on at most k values where k is the smallest integer such that d k + 1 r. Interestingly, this generalizes to conditions the fact that, when we go from synchronous consensus to synchronous k-set agreement, the time complexity is always divided by k. This was not a priori evident, as the bound t k +1 is purely "syntactic" (it is only based on the worst failure pattern), while the condition-based approach is more "semantic" (it is based on the actual input values).
From Smaller Conditions for Consensus to Larger Conditions for Set Agreement. The set of conditions S
have been designed with the consensus problem in mind. This means that, for any C ∈ S d t , each input vector I ∈ C is seen as "encoding" a single value, namely, the value decided when the input vector is I. As we have just seen [7, 19] , such a consensus condition C can be used to solve the k-set agreement with a round complexity ( d k + 1) smaller than the one required for solving consensus (d + 1). This can be seen as a simple "side effect" of the fact that the conditions of S d t are defined for solving the consensus problem. It is not at all counter-intuitive that using a condition designed for a stronger problem (consensus) can allow for more efficient solutions when used to solve weaker problems (k-set agreement for k > 1).
This observation suggests the following question. Considering the -set agreement problem ( 1) in a synchronous system prone to t process crashes, is it possible to design conditions directly suited to that problem, i.e., devise families of conditions S d,
that allow to solve efficiently the -set agreement problem while they do not necessarily allow to solve efficiently ( − 1)-set agreement? (As a simple example, the condition C that contains all the vectors whose entries contain exactly two different values allows to solve very efficiently the 2-set agreement problem despite any number of process crashes, while it does not allow to solve efficiently consensus in the same failure context.) Said differently, can an input vector be seen as encoding up to different values? (Taking = 1 boils down to a condition in
The paper presents and investigates such a family of conditions S contains the trivial condition including all the possible input vectors. More generally, the paper establishes the following hierarchy for the synchronous -set agreement problem:
Given such a hierarchy, an important question is the following one. Considering a condition C ∈ S d, t and assuming
is useless to solve k-set agreement), how can C help solve the k-set agreement problem in a synchronous system prone to t crashes? The paper answers this question by presenting an algorithm that, when the input vector belongs to the condition C ∈ S d, t the algorithm is instantiated with, realizes the pair (k, R) where
When the input vector does not belong to C, the algorithm requires at most t k + 1 rounds. Given t and , this means that, when we consider the previous hierarchy (S d, t ) 0 d t+1− , there are less and less conditions when d decreases (and these conditions contain less and less vectors), but these conditions always allow for a faster decision each time the input vector belongs to the condition.
This noteworthy formula pieces together all the relevant parameters. It involves, on one side, the coordination degree k associated with the set agreement problem we want to solve (i.e., the difficulty of the problem instance we want to solve, which increases when k decreases), and, on the other side, the pair (d, ) characterizing the condition the input vector belongs to (i.e., the help we receive to solve the problem, which increases when d or decreases).
As a simple example, let us consider the case where d = t + 1 − , i.e., the set S t+1− , t . As previously indicated, that set includes the condition containing all the possible input vectors. We consequently obtain R = t k + 1, the classical lower bound when no condition is used [16] .
Roadmap
The paper is made up of 8 sections. Section 2 defines the notion of (x, )-legality (the conditions in S Interestingly, this structure shows also the following: the condition including all the input vectors is (x, )-legal only if > x, and, for > x, the set of (x, )-legal conditions contains the condition including all input vectors. (Intuitively, this seems to be related to the impossibility to solve the -set agreement problem in an asynchronous system prone to x process crashes when x. Impossibility here means that there is no asynchronous algorithm when the actual input vector can be any input vector.) Section 4 briefly considers (x, )-legality in asynchronous systems, while Section 5 presents hierarchies of sets of conditions suited to synchronous -set agreement. Then, Section 6 presents a synchronous k-set agreement algorithm whose properties have been previously described. Section 7 proves its correction. Finally, Section 8 provides concluding remarks and presents open problems.
Conditions for Set Agreement
This section and the following (on the structure of the set of conditions) are independent of the underlying synchrony assumption and the way processes communicate (message-passing vs. shared memory).
Preliminaries
Process Model. The system consists of a finite set of n processes denoted Π = {p 1 , . . . , p n }. A process is faulty during an execution if it prematurely stops its execution (crash). After it has crashed, a process does nothing. A correct process is a process that is not faulty. As already mentioned, t denotes the upper bound on the number of faulty processes (1 t < n).
Set Agreement Problem. The k-set agreement problem has been informally stated in Section 1: every process p i proposes a value v i and all correct processes have to decide on a value v, in relation to the set of proposed values. More precisely, the problem is defined by the following three properties:
• Termination. Every correct process eventually decides.
• Validity. If a process decides v, then v is a value that has been proposed by a process.
• Agreement. At most k different values are decided. Notation. In the following, V denotes the set of values that can be proposed by the processes, and ⊥ denotes a default value that cannot be proposed by the processes.
An input vector I is a vector of size n (denoted as |I| = n), whose i-th entry contains the value proposed by p i , or ⊥ if p i did not take any step in the execution, where ⊥ denotes a default value such that ⊥ / ∈ V and ∀a ∈ V, ⊥ < a. We usually denote by I a vector with all entries in V, and with J a vector that may have some entries equal to ⊥; such a vector J is called a view.
The values of V that are present in I defines a subset of V denoted val (I); |val (I)| denotes its cardinality.
Let J 1 , J 2 with some entries be possibly equal to ⊥. We say "J 2 contains J 1 " (denoted as J 1 J 2 ) if ∀k: 
2) (x, )-Density:
3) (x, )-Distance:
As already indicated, intuitively, an input vector I of an (x, )-legal condition can be seen as a codeword encoding an "abstract" value. That "abstract" value can be instantiated by any value of a set of "concrete" values, namely, the values defined by h (I). The aim of the validity, density and distance properties is to ensure that the function h () provides a correct "decoding".
The validity property states that at most values can be decided and those are values that belong to the input vector. The density property guarantees that a decided value can be extracted from an input vector, despite up to x crashes (from an operational point of view, the corresponding entries in the input vector can possibly remain forever equal to ⊥).
Finally, the distance property guarantees that if a set of input vectors differ in some number of entries (namely, x − α), then they must contain values that 1) can be decided from each of them, and 2) are present enough in each of them (namely, more than α times): the intersecting vector ∩ 1 j z I j must contain "enough" values of 1 j z h (I j ). It could be possible to integrate the density property inside the distance property by considering the case α = x. We have not done it, because in some proofs, the case α = x has to be treated separately.
Definition 2.3 ((x, )-Recognizing Function). A function h () that makes (x, )-legal a condition C is called an (x, )-recognizing function for C. If additionally the addition to C of any new vector I is such that the condition C ∪ {I} is not (x, )-legal, the function h () is called an (x, )-generating function for C.
Remark. When we consider = 1, the previous definition of (x, )-legality boils down to notion of xlegality introduced in [3] . The distance property simplifies and becomes h 1 (
It follows that a condition C allows to solve the consensus problem in an asynchronous system prone to x process crashes if and only if it is (x, 1)-legal.
Let us first observe that, due to the validity property, we have
Due either to the density property (case α = x) or the distance property (case 0 α < x), it follows that we have
As α + 1 = β + γ + 1 > γ, more than γ entries of this intersecting vector ∩ 1 j z I j contain values of 1 j z h (I j ). As each entry of 1 j z h (I j ) is an entry of J and no entry of 1 j z h (I j ) is equal to ⊥, it follows that at least one value in 1 j z h (I j ) belongs to J .
Thanks to the previous lemma, the function h () can be extended to vector J with at most x entries equal to ⊥. Definition 2.4 (Extension of h ()). Let C be an (x, )-legal condition, and J a vector such that
The definition of h () is extended to such a vector J as follows:
h (J ) = 1 j z h (I j ) val (J ). (If there is no input vector I such that J I, h (J ) is left undefined.)
(x, )-Legality with h () = max ()
This subsection investigates the case where h (I) returns the greatest values of I. This function is denoted max () (max 1 () is denoted as max()). Let us observe that all the theorems in this section remain true when the function max () is replaced by the function min ().
Theorem 2.2. Let C be the condition the vectors of which satisfy the (x, )-validity and (x, )-density properties when considering the function h () = max ().
The condition C is (x, )-legal.
Proof. Let us consider the condition C that contains all the vectors I that satisfy the (x, )-size property and the (x, )-density property, i.e., I ∈ C ⇒ Σ v∈max (I) # v (I) > x. Let us observe that C is not empty.
So, to prove the theorem, we have to show that any set of vectors
In the worst case, 1) the same D entries of the vectors I 1 , . . . , I z contain only values among their greatest values, and 2) these entries contain different values. As, for each Size of the Condition Defined by h 1 () = max(). This section computes the number of distinct input vectors that are in the (x, 1)-legal condition defined by the function max().
Let m denote the number of different values that can be proposed. Without loss of generality, let {1, . . . , m} be this set of values. Moreover, let n denote the number of processes, and Comb(n, β) denote the number of subsets of β elements in a set of n elements (binomial-or Pascal-coefficient).
Let NB (x, 1) be the number of input vectors in the (x, 1)-legal condition defined from max() (we trivially have NB (0, 1) = m n ). Theorem 2.3.
Proof. Let us first determine the value of NB (1, 1). As x = 1, a value has to appear at least twice in a vector in order to be decided. We have the following cases.
• If m is the greatest value in the vector, there are
n−2 vectors in which the value m appears exactly twice, and more generally, there are
n−β vectors in which m appears exactly β times, for 2 β n.
• If m − 1 is the greatest value in the vector, there
n−β vectors in which the value m − 1 appears exactly β times for 2 β n.
• And similarly, for the cases where m − 2, m − 3, . . . , 2, 1 is the greatest value in the vector. (Let us notice that when α = 1, i.e., the case of the smallest value, we have a single vector.)
• Summing up all the possible cases, we obtain the following formula:
More explicitly, α denotes the greatest value in a vector, β its cardinality in that vector, Comb(n, β) the number of vectors with β entries equal to α, and (α − 1) n−β the number of possibilities for placing the values smaller than α in the vector.
When x = 2, a simple observation shows that β has to vary from 3 to n, instead of from 2 to n. More generally, a straightforward generalization gives the following formula:
The computation of NB (x, ) (the size of the maximal condition generated by h () = max ()) is more involved. It is determined in Appendix A.
Structure of the Sets of (x, )-Legal Conditions
This section investigates the structure of the sets of (x, )-legal conditions, for 0 x < n and 0 < n. The whole picture relating these sets of conditions is described in Fig.2 .
Proof. As C is (x + 1, )-legal we have ∀I ∈ C : Σ v∈h (I) # v (I) > x + 1 > x, from which the (x, )-density property of C trivially follows. As far as the (x, )-distance property is concerned, let us observe that the domain of the parameter α used in the statement of the (x+1, )-distance property is {0, . . . , x}. Hence, the (x + 1, )-distance property is the addition of the (x, )-distance property (that addresses the cases 0 α < x), plus the particular case α = x, which completes the proof.
Theorem 3.2. Let 0 x < n − 1 and 0 < n. There are conditions that are (x, )-legal, but not
Proof. Given a vector I, let S (I) denote a set of values appearing in I. Let C be the (x, )-legal condition, recognized by the function max (), that contains only the vectors I such that ∀ S (I):
It is easy to see that C is not empty. Moreover, it follows from the additional constraint on the vector I that, whatever the function g (), we cannot have Σ v∈g (I) # v (I) > x + 1. So, no (x + 1, )-recognizing function g () can be associated with C. It follows that C is not (x + 1, )-legal.
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are associated with the vertical arrow in Fig.1 . In that figure (as in Fig.2 ), a pair (x, ) represents the set of all the (x, )-legal conditions, and an arrow from a pair (a, b) to a pair (a , b ) means "the set of (a, b)-legal conditions is included in the set of (a , b )-legal conditions". Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 (that follow) are associated with the horizontal arrow. 
Proof. Let h () be an (x, )-recognizing function for the condition C. The proof consists in defining a function g +1 () that is (x, + 1)-recognizing for C. Let g +1 () be defined as follows (g +1 () is an appropriate extension of h ()). Let I ∈ C:
• if h (I) = val (I) (i.e., h (I) contains all the values in I), then g +1 (I) = h (I);
, where the value a is defined as follows.
Let I R be the vector I whose all entries containing a value of h (I) have been suppressed. (As h (I) val (I), I R is a vector with at least one entry.) Let a = f (I R ), where f is a deterministic function that extracts a value from a vector.
It directly follows from its definition that g +1 () satisfies the (x, +1)-size property for any vector I ∈ C. Let us consider the (x, + 1)-density property. Let I ∈ C. We consider two cases.
• g +1 (I) = h (I). As, in that case, we have
•
To show that g +1 () satisfies the (x, + 1)-distance property, let us consider a set of vecto-
So, Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. Given a vector I, let S (I) denote a set of values appearing in I. Let C be the (x, + 1)-legal condition, recognized by the function max +1 (), that contains only the vector I such that ∀S (I):
x. It is easy to see that C is not empty. Let us observe that the additional constraint states that no vector of C has a set of values that appear in it more than x times. It follows from that observation that no function g () can be (x, )-recognizing for C (i.e., there is no function g () such that, for any
Theorem 3.5. Let > x. The set of (x, )-legal conditions contains the condition including all input vectors.
Proof. Let C all be the condition including all input vectors. Let us consider any vector I ∈ C all . As > x, its greatest values appear at least x + 1 times in I. Consequently, when considering the function h () = max (), the vectors of C all satisfy the (x, )-validity and (x, )-density properties. It then follows from Theorem 2.2 that C all is (x, )-legal. Proof. Let C all be the condition including all input vectors. We claim that C all cannot be (x, x)-legal. Assuming that claim, we show that C all is not (x, + 1)-legal, (x, + 2)-legal, . . ., (x, x) -legal, contradicting the claim, and proving the theorem.
Proof of the Claim. Taking x = , Theorem 3.4 states that there are conditions that are (x, x + 1)-legal but not (x, x)-legal. Let C be such a condition. We trivially have C ⊆ C all . As C is not (x, x)-legal, it follows that C is not (x, x)-legal either (adding vectors to a condition that is not (x, x)-legal cannot make it (x, x)-legal).
From the Strongest to the Weakest Agreement Fig.2 . Global inclusion picture, 0 x < n, 0 < n.
Theorems 3.1∼3.6 are summarized, for all the values of x and , in the lattice described in Fig.2 . It is shown in Appendix B that there are conditions that are (x, )-legal and not (x+1, +1)-legal, and there are conditions that are (x + 1, + 1)-legal and not (x, )-legal.
Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 relate the (x, )-legality of the condition made up of all input vectors with the property > x. As already suggested, this is the conditionbased way to express the impossibility to solve theset agreement in an asynchronous system prone to x process crashes when x [13−15] .
(x, )-Legality in Asynchronous Systems
As indicated in Section 1, when = 1, the notion of (x, )-legality boils down to the notion of x-legality introduced in [3] , where it is shown that a condition C allows solving the consensus problem in asynchronous systems prone to x process crashes if and only if C is x-legal.
The asynchronous condition-based algorithm described in [3] 
Synchronous Hierarchies
A hierarchy on the sets of conditions that allow solving the consensus problem in synchronous systems prone to t process crashes has been established in [7] , namely, S as the set of all (t − d, )-legal conditions. Replacing Fig.2 , we obtain the following two hierarchies for the -set agreement problem in synchronous systems prone to up to t process crashes:
• fixed:
Synchronous Condition-Based Set Agreement Algorithm
This section presents a k-set agreement algorithm for synchronous message-passing systems in which up to t processes can crash. The algorithm is instantiated with a condition C ∈ S d, t .
Requirements and Properties of the Algorithm
Requirements on the Values of d and . The values of k and t being fixed, the algorithm considers a condition C ∈ S d, t such that t − d. This requirement is motivated by the following observation. On one side, (as announced in Section 1 and proved below), the maximal number of rounds required for a process to decide is d−1+ k + 1 when the input vector belongs to the condition. On the other side, as
, it follows that a synchronous k-set agreement algorithm cannot benefit from a condition such that + d > t. This is not at all counter-intuitive. As we have seen in Theorem 3.5,
contains the condition C all including all the input vectors. As the algorithm depends on the parameters t, and d only (the algorithm does not depend on other parameters of the condition, such as the number of input vectors the condition is made up of), it implicitly assumes that it is instantiated with C all , and the number of rounds is then upper bounded by t k + 1. The algorithm considers also that k . This is because, when k < , a condition C ∈ S d, t provides no additional power a k-set algorithm could benefit from in order to expedite decision. (When k < , a condition C ∈ S d, t does not restrict enough the set of input vectors in order to obtain a more efficient k-set agreement algorithm.)
Properties of the Algorithm. Let I be the current input vector, C ∈ S d, t be the condition the algorithm is instantiated with, and f be the number of processes that crash in the current run. As far as the number of rounds is concerned, the algorithm guarantees the following properties:
• if I ∈ C: -if f t − d: no process executes more than two rounds. • I / ∈ C: no process executes more than rounds. This case (that we have considered in Section 1) appears as a particular instance of the proposed algorithm when considering = 1, i.e., when the proposed k-set algorithm is instantiated with a condition that allows solving consensus in an asynchronous system prone to t − d crashes.
Synchronous Computation Model
Round-Based Synchronous Computation. The synchronous model is the same as in [7] . The processes p 1 , . . . , p n communicate and synchronize by sending and receiving messages through channels. Every pair of processes p i and p j is connected by a channel. The underlying communication system is assumed to be failure-free: there is no creation, alteration, loss or duplication of message.
The system is round-based synchronous, i.e., its executions consist of a sequence of rounds identified by the successive integers 1, 2, etc. For the processes, the current round number appears as a global variable r that they can read, and whose progress is managed by the underlying system. A round is made up of three consecutive phases:
• send phase during which each process sends messages.
We assume that there is a predetermined order in the sending of messages. More precisely each process sends a message first to p 1 , then to p 2 , etc., until p n . Thus, if a process crashes during a send phase, only a (possibly empty) prefix of these messages is delivered.
• receive phase during which each process receives messages.
The fundamental property of the synchronous model lies in the fact that a message sent by a process p i to a process p j at round r is received by p j at the same round r.
• computation phase during which each process processes the messages it received during that round and executes local computation.
Note on the Synchronous Model of This Paper.
In the standard synchronous model [20−22] , a process p i sends messages to other processes in each round, and if p i fails during a round r, any subset of the messages it has sent during r can be lost. In the model used in this paper, each process sends messages to other processes in a predetermined order. This allows the processes to obtain views of the input vector that ordered by containment (this containment is denoted as J 1 J 2 in Subsection 2.1, similarly to what can be obtained when using snapshots in read/write shared memory systems [23] ). Actually, only the first round of the algorithm requires this sending order property. (Let us notice that some lower bound results on synchronous agreement use a similar model, where "adversary" can drop messages in a predetermined order only [24−26] .)
Synchronous Condition-Based Set Agreement Algorithm
The synchronous round-based algorithm is described in Fig.3 . As indicated, the round number appears as a common variable r whose progress is ensured by the underlying system (lines 2 and 11). The value proposed by the process p i is denoted as v i .
Given a vector J such that # ⊥ (J ) t, the predicate P (J ) returns true, if ∃I ∈ C such that J I. Let us recall that it is possible that several input vectors I 1 , . . . , I z ∈ C can exist such that J I 1 , . . . , J I z . In that case, due to Theorem 2.1 and Definition 2.4, we have h (J ) = 1 j z h (I j ) val (J ) with 0 < |h (J )| . The algorithm uses the default value ⊥, that is assumed to be smaller than any value proposed by a process. The notation a = b = ⊥ (resp.,
Local Variables and Their Meaning. Each process p i manages the following local variables.
• • v cond i , v tmf i and v out i are three local variables (initialized to ⊥) whose aim is to contain a proposed value. Their meaning is the following. (In all the cases, p j is possibly p i .) -When v cond i = v = ⊥, p i knows that there is a process p j that, during the first round, obtained a local view V j such that ∃I ∈ C with V j I. Consequently, it is possible that the actual input vector belongs to the condition C. So, p j has computed a value v from h (V j ) that could be decided (line 6), and that value is currently known by p i (line 15). -When v tmf i = v = ⊥, p i knows that there is a process p j that, during the first round, obtained a local view V j whose number of ⊥ witnesses too many f ailures (hence the name tmf ). That process has consequently computed a value v that could be decided from its view (line 8), and that value is currently known by p i (line 16). -When v out i = v = ⊥, p i knows that there is a process p j that, during the first round, obtained a local view V j that allows it to conclude that the input vector does not belong to the condition
end case (10) end round;
(11) when r = 2, . . . ,
end if (23) end round (line 7). That process p j has consequently computed a value v that could be decided from its view V j , and that value is currently known by p i (line 17 
Underlying Principle and Process Behavior. The aim of the algorithm is to ensure that there are no more than k different states when it terminates. To that end, the processes execute consecutive rounds. During each round, they 1) use a classical flood-set technique to disseminate their states, and 2) reduce the number of values in each "class" (the class of v cond i variables, the class of v tmf i variables, and the class of v out i variables) with the help of a deterministic function (namely, max()).
The behavior of a process p i is fully described in Fig.3 . To complete the presentation, let us look at the way how a process decides. A process p i decides when it executes return (v) at lines 14, 19, 20, or 21. As suggested in the definition of the equality of two process states, the algorithm establishes a priority on the values defining a process state. If v cond i = ⊥, that value has priority to be decided. If v cond i = ⊥ and v tmf j = ⊥, v tmf j has priority with respect to v out i .
When v cond i becomes equal to some value v = ⊥, p i learns that v can be decided from the condition point of view. So, when this occurs, p i first sends v to all the processes (line 13) and then decides v (line 14).
In the other cases, a process decides during the round r = d−1+ k + 1 or during the last round r = t k + 1. In both cases, it decides a value in its state according to the priority mentioned above. In order for p i to decide during the round r = d−1+ k + 1, some local predicate has to be satisfied (line 18). This predicate states that, to p i knowledge, 1) there is a process that has seen more than (t − d) crashes when it executes the first round (this is witnessed by v tmf i = ⊥), and 2) no process can conclude that the input vector is outside the condition (witnessed v out i = ⊥). This predicate is used to force the decision at round
has not yet decided there is no evidence that the input vector does not belong to the condition.
Let us finally observe that the algorithm possesses an additional first class property, namely, design simplicity.
Proof of the Algorithm
In the following, we consider that the algorithm is instantiated with a condition C ∈ S d, t . Moreover, we assume k > and t − d. The constraint k > is to allow the algorithm to benefit from the condition. The constraint t − d is to eliminate the case where the condition could include all input vectors. As it has been seen in the previous sections, in both cases, the condition-based approach does not allow bypassing the bound t k + 1.
Proof of the Termination Property
Lemma 7.1. Let us assume that the input vector belongs to the condition. The protocol described in Fig.3 terminates in (i) 2 rounds when no more than (t − d) processes crash by the end of the first round, and (ii) at most
If the input vector belongs to the condition, no process executes line 7, and consequently all local variables v out i remain forever equal to ⊥. Let us partition the set of processes (denoted as UP 1 ) that terminate the first round in two sets:
As the input vector belongs to the condition, every process that does not crash by the end of the first round belongs to A. Thus, every such process that does not crash proceeds to the second round and decides in line 5, which proves the case (i).
• |UP 1 | < n − (t − d). As previously, every process in UP 1 ∩ A decides in two rounds. Consider now a process p j ∈ B that neither crashes nor decides before the round Proof. The proof follows from the Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2.
Proof of the Validity Property
Theorem 7.2. The algorithm described in Fig.3 guarantees that a decided value is a proposed value.
Proof. Let us first observe that, for any process p i that terminates the first round, one of the local variable v cond i , v tmf i or v out i is different from ⊥. Moreover, due to the lines 15∼17, this property remains satisfied at any round r 2.
When they are not equal to ⊥, the local variables v tmf i and v out i can contain only a proposed value (this follows from the lines 7, 8, 16, and 17). On the other side, when v cond i is updated at line 6 during the first round, its new value is a value from the set h (V i ) that contains only values of V i (this follows from Theorem 2.1 and Definition 2.4).
The validity property follows then directly from the fact that a process decides a non-⊥ value from a variable v cond i , v tmf i or v out i .
Proof of the Agreement Property
Theorem 7.3. The algorithm described in Fig.3 guarantees that at most k values are decided.
Proof. Let a process p i belong to the set cond winner if 1) v cond Let p m be a process that does not decide during the second round. During that round, p m receives at least one v cond i value that is different from ⊥. Hence, if it executes the third round, p m decides one of the (at least one and most ) non-⊥ values v cond i it has received during the second round, from which it follows that at most k different values can be decided when cond winner = ∅.
Case 2: cond winner = ∅ ∧ out winner = ∅. We consider two cases.
• A process p m decides at line 14. Let us observe that this can appear only at a round r > 2 (otherwise, we would have cond winner = ∅).
In that case, p m has sent v cond m = ⊥ to all the processes during r, from which it follows that, from r, In order to have k + 1 different states at the end of r = 1, we need to have at least (k
The vectors are ordered by containment, which means that, in the worst case, we need to have a vector V i1 such that 
Concluding Remarks
Early decision and early termination address the fact that, while t k + 1 rounds are necessary in the worst case (when conditions are not used or when the input vector does not belong to the condition), less rounds can be necessary when less than t processes crash. Let f , 0 f t, be the number of processes that crash in the current run. It has been shown that the early deciding lower bound is R = min( f k + 2, t k + 1) [27] . Synchronous early-deciding k-set algorithms can be found in [27] [28] [29] .
By using the technique introduced in [7] , it is possible to extend the proposed synchronous k-set agreement algorithm in order that, in addition to its previous properties, it never requires more than f k + 2 rounds. The paper leaves open the following great challenge: show (or disprove) that, when we consider the condition-based approach in the context of asynchronous systems prone to x process crashes, the -set agreement problem can be solved iff the condition is (x, )-legal. The "if" part is easy (as already noticed, the consensus algorithm described in [3] designed for xlegal conditions, i.e., the (x, 1)-legal in the proposed framework, can easily be generalized to solve theset agreement problem when the condition instantiated with is (x, )-legal). The other part is the really difficult side. We spent time and efforts to take up that challenge, but have not yet succeeded. Appendix A Size of the Condition Generated by the Function max () This appendix provides a formula for NB (x, ), the size of the (x, )-legal condition generated by h () = max ().
Notation. Considering an input vector I, let αi denote its i-th greatest value, and βi its occurrence number, i.e., βi = #α i (I). Let us recall that m is the number of different values that can be proposed, and that these values are denoted as 1, . . . , m. Moreover, let Bi = Proof. We show that A is the number of vectors that have less than distinct values (let us notice that all these vectors trivially satisfy the (x, )-density property), and B is the number of (x, )-dense vectors generated by the function max (), that have or more distinct values.
Determination of A. Let Aj, 1 j < , denote the number of vectors that have exactly j distinct values. We have the following.
• A1 = m. This trivially follows from the fact that there are m different values.
• β 1 , there are Comb(n, β 1 ) possibilities to select β 1 entries in the vector of size n. As soon as these β 1 entries have been filled with the greatest value, the entries for the other values are fully determined. Hence, the formula for A 2 .
• A 3 = Comb(m, 3) 1 β1 n−2 Comb(n, β 1 )
Similarly to the previous case, Comb(m, 3) is the number of distinct sets of three values, and, as we consider the case of a vector containing three distinct values, β 1 varies from 1 to n−2 (hence 1 β1 n−2 ). There are Comb(n, β 1 ) possibilities to place this value in the vector.
The number of occurrences β 2 of the second greatest value (out of three) can vary from 1 to n−β 1 −1 (hence 1 β2 n−β1−1 ). Finally, there are Comb(n − β 1 , β 2 ) different ways to select entries for that value in the vector. Once the two greatest values (out of three) have been placed in a vector, the entries for the third value are fully determined.
• Similarly we have the same kind of formula for A 4 , A 5 , . . . until A −1 .
Summing up A 1 + · · · + A −1 , using classical commutativity and associativity rules, and factoring terms, we obtain formula A stated in the theorem. In the case of the vectors that contain exactly − 1 distinct values, formula A uses the fact that β 1 + · · · + β −2 + β −1 = n, i.e., β −1 = n − (β 1 + · · · + β −2 ), and then Comb(n − β 1 − · · · − β −2 , β −1 ) = Comb(β −1 , β −1 ) = 1. This appears in formula A in the case j = − 1.
Determination of B. Let us now consider the number of vectors, generated by the function max (), that have or more distinct values. As before, let α i denote the i-th greatest value in the vector. As the vectors we consider now have at least distinct values, we have many possibilities for the greatest values α 1 , . . . , α and their occurrence numbers β 1 , . . . , β . All these possibilities are described in Table A.1. Let us observe that α 1 is due to the fact that the vectors considered here contain at least different values. Similarly, α 2 − 1 is due to the fact that the vectors whose greatest value is contain − 1 values different from , etc., for α 3 until α . The value of β 1 has not to bypass n − ( − 1) in order to leave available enough entries of the vector for the other values (there are at least − 1 such values). The same observation applies to each other value β i , i (β 2 has not to bypass n − β 1 − ( − 2), etc.).
On the other side, α (the smallest of the greatest values) has to be present enough in order these values appear at least x + 1 times in a vector (this is required by the (x, )-density property). So, when x + 1 > (β 1 + · · · + β −1 ), we need to have β x + 1 − (β 1 + · · · + β −1 ). Hence, the lowest value that β can have is max(1, x + 1 − β 1 − · · · − β −1 ).
According to these observations on the values of α i and β i , 1 i , the number of vectors with at least distinct values is equal to the following "sigma of sigmas" quantity: 
